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Abstract
In the past few decades, there have been proposals suggesting that hidden
global linear (helical) structures exist, which are tectonically and topographically expressed. In this study, this hypothesis was checked using digital terrain modelling. The study was based on a 30 arc-minute gridded
global digital elevation model. Eighteen topographic variables were for the
first time calculated and mapped for the entire surface of the Earth. Digital
terrain analysis provided support for the existence of global lineaments: on
maps of specific catchment area, it was possible to detect five mutually
symmetrical pairs of helical structures encircling the Earth from pole to
pole. The structures are topographically expressed by patterns of the global
ridge network. They are apparently associated with traces of the torsional
deformation of the planet: two double helices are in reasonable agreement
with theoretically predicted traces of shear fractures, while another two
double helices are in reasonable agreement with ideal traces of cleavage
cracks. Geological phenomena observed along the structures are discussed
(i.e. fracturing, faults, crystal, and ore deposits). It is probable that double
helices are relict structures similar to a planetary network of helical lineaments on Venus.
Keywords: tectonics, geological structure, catchment area, helix, planet.

1 Introduction
Lineaments are commonly recognized as linear surface manifestations of
geological features of various origin, age, depth, and size (Hobbs 1904,
O’Leary et al. 1976, Makarov 1981). They are usually associated with
fracture zones, faults, folds, other linear features, and their sequences.
Lineaments, as a rule, are topographically expressed, and can be observed
on maps and remotely sensed images at a wide range of scales. At a regional scale, one can treat lineaments geometrically as planar straight
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lines. At continental and global scales, they should be considered as spatial
curves.
Much attention has been paid to planetary systems of lineaments. There
have been three groups of investigations: (a) detection of regularities in the
global distribution and direction of lineaments by analysing physiographic
and geological maps and then developing models for the regularities observed (Chebanenko 1963, Moody 1966, Katterfeld and Charushin 1973,
Besprozvanny et al. 1994); (b) development of a physical-mathematical
model of a global tectonic process causing an ideal planetary network of
lineaments and then comparison of the ideal and actual lineament networks
(Vening Meinesz 1947, Dolitsky and Kiyko 1963, Chebanenko and Fedorin 1983); and (c) laboratory simulation of a global lineament network
using rotatable spheres (Knetsch 1965, Cherednichenko et al. 1966). The
origin of global lineament systems was usually associated with rotationderived forces.
Rance (1968) developed a physical-mathematical model of the torsional
deformation of a sphere. The torsion was attributed to an action of possible
mantle convection currents on the crust. According to the model, there are
two systems of traces of torsional failure surfaces on the surface of the
sphere: shear fractures and cleavage cracks (Rance 1967). Geometrically,
traces of torsional deformation constitute two systems of double helices
encircling the sphere from pole to pole (Figure 1a). The traces vary in inclination at the equator: pairs of mutually symmetrical helices tracing
shear fractures are inclined at 15° to 18° and 165° to 162°, and other pairs
of helices tracing cleavage cracks are inclined at 56° to 62° and 124° to
118°. A search for actual global helical tectonic features resulted in the detection of several relatively small lineaments referring to faults, trenches,
ridges, fracture zones, and seamount chains in basins of the Pacific and Indian Oceans (Rance 1967, Rance 1969).
O’Driscoll (1980) detected two global topographically and tectonically
expressed double helical zones by a visual analysis of physiographic maps.
The zones had the same inclination at the equator: about 32° and 160°
(Figure 1b). O’Driscoll believed that these are fundamental structural belts
governing the global deformation network and the planetary evolution.
Volkov (1995) reported six global double helical structures also detected
by a visual analysis of physiographic maps. At the equator, three of them
were inclined at about 12° and 168°, and the other three structures were inclined at about 22° and 158° (Figure 1c). Volkov presumed that these are
traces of tidal effects within the Earth-Moon resonance system of past
ages.
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Figure 1. Global helices. (a) Theoretical traces of torsional deformation (Rance
1967): shear fractures (black) and cleavage cracks (grey). (b) Axes of double helical zones (O’Driscoll 1980). (c) Six double helices (Volkov 1995): lines of different style show different structures. The Mercator projection was originally used.
The Plate Carrée projection is used here.

Although much attention has been paid to global lineaments, their existence is still questionable. This is because of (1) the qualitative character of
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topographic, physiographic, and geological maps analysed in previous
works; (2) inaccurate presentation of seafloor bathymetry on those maps
produced before reasonably accurate bathymetric data became available;
(3) impossibility of considering all natural conditions in a mathematical
model; (4) obvious differences between the Earth’s rotation and its laboratory simulation; and (5) a basic conflict between the plate tectonic theory
and the possibility of the existence of global topographic and tectonic
structures.
Technical flaws can be obviated using quantitative descriptions of
global topography, a digital elevation model (DEM), and methods of digital terrain modelling (Moore et al. 1991, Florinsky 1998a). Topography,
resulting from the interaction of endogenous and exogenous geophysical
processes of different spatial and temporal scales, carries information on
both surface processes and tectonic features. Thus, if global helical structures really exist, there is a good chance that they are manifested in relief.
DEMs have been used to detect lineaments at regional scales
(Schowengerdt and Glass 1983, Florinsky 1996, Chorowicz et al. 1999)
and continental scales (Moore and Simpson 1983, Florinsky 2005). Although some phenomena have been modelled and explored with DEMs at
the global scale, such as mantle convection (Cazenave et al. 1989), the
Earth’s crust (Mooney et al. 1998), hydrological processes (Coe 1998,
Renssen and Knoop 2000), and statistical characteristics of relief
(McClean and Evans 2000, Vörösmarty et al. 2000, Kazanskii 2005),
DEMs have not been used to study global lineaments. In this chapter, hidden, topographically expressed global lineaments are detected and interpreted using methods of digital terrain modelling.

2 Materials and Methods
The study was based on a 30 arc-minute gridded global DEM assembled
from several sources. Elevations of the land topography were derived from
GLOBE, the 30 arc-second gridded global DEM (GLOBE Task Team
1999). Most of the seafloor topography was taken from ETOPO2, the 2
arc-minute gridded global DEM (U.S. Department of Commerce 2001).
Bathymetry of the Antarctic Continental Shelf, Caspian Sea, and some
large lakes was digitised using topographic maps. The DEM consisted of
721 columns by 361 rows. For Antarctica and Greenland, GLOBE includes elevations of ice surfaces rather than subglacial topography (Hastings and Dunbar 1998). These areas were included in the DEM to retain a
united configuration of data.
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Global DEMs include high frequency noise (Coe 1998, Hastings and
Dunbar 1998, Arabelos 2000) leading to the derivation of useless, noisy
digital models and unreadable maps of secondary topographic variables
(Florinsky 2002). The problem can be partially resolved by DEM smoothing. To denoise the DEM, one, two, and three iterations of smoothing were
applied to the DEM using a 3 × 3 kernel with linear inverse distance
weights.
This study was the first application of digital terrain modelling to reveal
lineaments at the global scale. Topographic attributes a priori ‘effective’
for this purpose were unknown. It was reasonable to use a representative
set of variables. DTMs of the following local topographic attributes were
derived from the smoothed DEMs: twelve curvatures (i.e. horizontal, vertical, accumulation, difference, ring, minimal, maximal, mean, Gaussian,
unsphericity, horizontal excess, and vertical excess curvatures), slope
steepness, slope aspect, rotor, and a model of accumulation zones. DTMs
of two regional topographic variables were derived from the smoothed
DEMs: specific catchment area and specific dispersive area. Definitions,
formulae, and interpretations of the variables can be found elsewhere
(Shary et al. 2002). Local variables were calculated by the method designed for a spheroidal trapezoidal grid (Florinsky 1998b). Regional variables were derived by a single flow direction algorithm including preliminary filling of sinks (Martz and de Jong 1988) adapted to a spheroidal
trapezoidal grid.
The parameters of the Krassovsky ellipsoid, as well as formulae for
lengths of meridian and parallel arcs and area of a spheroidal trapezium
(Morozov 1979), were employed to calculate changing sizes and area of a
spheroidal trapezoidal moving window (Florinsky 1998b) during the DEM
smoothing and the derivation of topographic variables. The DEM was
processed as a virtually closed spheroidal matrix of elevation values. As a
result, there was not the usual loss of border columns and rows due to the
application of moving windows. All DTMs produced had a resolution of
30 arc-minutes, and consisted of 721 columns by 361 rows.
To gain a better representation and understanding of global patterns of
topographic attributes (Figure 2), their values were transformed as follows
(Shary et al. 2002):

T'

sign T  ln(1  10 m T ) ,

(1)

where T is an attribute, m = 0 for slope steepness, aspect, and regional
variables, m = 16 for accumulation, ring, and Gaussian curvatures, and m =
9 for other variables. Specific catchment and dispersive areas were also
mapped classifying their values into two levels (Figure 3). The Plate
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Carrée projection was used to map topographic variables. DTM treatment
was accomplished with LandLord 4.0 (Florinsky et al. 1995).
Maps of topographic variables were visually examined in detail. Attention was paid to lineaments running over the entire globe or a hemisphere.
Contrary to many lineaments of regional and continental scales, global
lineaments are not manifested as uninterrupted linear patterns of the map
image or sequences of such lines. A global lineament may be visually detected due to traits of the image texture strung out along some direction
along a line running over the Earth (Figure 4). Structures detected were
mapped using the Plate Carrée projection for the entire Earth, and polar
stereographic projections for the Northern and Southern hemispheres (Figure 5) with ArcView GIS 3.0 (© ESRI, 1992–1996).

Figure 2 (a-b). Global maps of topographic variables derived from the 3-times
smoothed DEM. (a) Horizontal curvature. (b) Vertical curvature.
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Figure 2 (c-d). Global maps of topographic variables derived from the 3-times
smoothed DEM. (c) Minimal curvature. (d) Maximal curvature.

3 Results and Discussion
Global maps of topographic variables represent peculiarities of the Earth’s
mega-relief in different ways, according to the physical and mathematical
sense of a particular variable. For example, horizontal curvature (Figure
2a) delineates areas of flow divergence and convergence (positive and
negative values, respectively. These areas correspond to spurs of valleys
and ridges (dark and light coloured patterns of the map image, respectively), which form so-called flow structures. At this generalization level,
flow structures are most pronounced in ocean basins. Vertical curvature
(Figure 2b) is a measure of relative acceleration and deceleration of flows
(positive and negative values, respectively). Among other features, the
map of vertical curvature shows ‘mega-scarps’, such as edges of continents
and mountains. Low negative values of minimal curvature delineate
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valleys and troughs, while positive values delineate ‘mega-hills’ (Figure 2c).
High positive values of maximal curvature show ridges, while negative
values show ‘mega-depressions’ (Figure 2d). Catchment area measures an
upslope area, which is potentially drained through a given point on the
land surface. At the global scale, low values of specific catchment area
(Figure 2e) delineate land and oceanic ridges as black lines (e.g. the Andes, Alps, mid-ocean ridges), while its high values show land and oceanic
valleys as white lines and depressions as light coloured areas (e.g. the
Mediterranean Sea, Gulf of Mexico, Angola Basin). Dispersive area measures a downslope area, which may be potentially exposed by flows passing
through a given point on the land surface. At this generalization level, high
values of specific dispersive area (Figure 2f) delineate mountain systems
and highlands as light coloured areas (e.g. the Himalayas, Urals, Ethiopian
Highlands) as well as land and oceanic ridges as white lines.

Figure 2 (e-f). Global maps of topographic variables derived from the 3-times
smoothed DEM. (e) Specific catchment area. (f) Specific dispersive area.
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Figure 3. Global maps of catchment area classified into two levels. (a) 1-time
smoothing. (b) 2-times smoothing. (c) 3-times smoothing.

Maps of specific catchment area with values classified into two levels
(Figure 3) were best suited to detect global lineaments. These maps display
the ridge network of the planet. The greater the number of DEM smoothing, the more generalized picture of the network is mapped. Analysing
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these maps (Figure 4), it was possible to detect five mutually symmetrical
pairs of global lineaments, viz. five double helices encircling the Earth
from pole to pole (Figure 5). The structures revealed are helical zones
rather than simply lines. Each double helix is named after the area(s) of intersection(s) of its arms (Table 1). Arms running clockwise upward and
counter-clockwise upward (dextral and sinistral helices) are called right
and left arms, respectively. Each helical zone transgresses plate boundaries
and regions dissimilar in respect to their tectonic origin, rock composition,
and age.

Figure 4. Visual detection of global helical structures on the three-fold map of
specific catchment area derived from the 2-times smoothed DEM. Ten pairs of arrows show proposed positions of ten helical arms. Structures are indicated by labels: C = Caucasus-Clipperton, B = Biscay-Santa Cruz, M = Marcus, D = Dakar,
and P = Palawan. Subscripts: r = right arm, l = left arm.

The global lineaments revealed cannot be artefacts due to DEM errors,
the DEM treatment, or the DEM grid geometry (Florinsky 2005). First,
noise and errors usually have a random distribution in DEMs. Second,
smoothing and derivation of topographic variables were carried out using
local filters (n × n moving windows). Third, the grid geometry may amplify its own preferential directions: orthogonal (north-south, east-west)
and diagonal (northeast-southwest, northwest-southeast). However, the
structures detected have (a) the global character relative to the DEM; and
(b) directions distinct from orthogonal and diagonal ones. The subjective
character of a visual analysis remains the only cause of possible artefacts.
Notice that some visually recognizable artefacts are typical for Polar
Regions on all maps produced (Figures 2 and 3). They were caused by too
low accuracy of initial cartographic sources used to compile the related
portions of ETOPO2 and GLOBO. There are also computational artefacts
on maps of specific catchment and dispersive areas, which are manifested
as straight parallel lines located predominantly in the Polar Regions (Figure 2e, f). They are well known artefacts of single flow direction algorithms common for flat slopes. However, the artefacts did not influence the
detection of global helical structures since the artefacts are situated within
limited zones of the maps.
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Table 1. Parameters of the global topographic helices.
Left arm
Inclination
Lengths
at the equa(km)
tor (°)

Structure

CaucasusClipperton
BiscaySanta Cruz
Marcus
Dakar
Palawan

55,800

167.5

39,600

162.2

26,500
17,700
15,400

150.6
126.9
121.3

Right arm
Geograph-ical
Inclination coordinates of
Lengths
the arm intersecat the
(km)
tion(s)
equator (°)
46.4°N, 44.81°E;
31,500
12.5
5.9°N, 134.7°W
44.4°N, 7.3°W;
29,800
17.5
12.9°S, 171.4°E
24,900
29.7
21.4°N, 157.5°E
17,200
53.3
14.9°N, 16.0°W
15,300
59.5
9.9°N, 119.1°E

The Caucasus-Clipperton double helix (Figure 5a) coincides with one of
the structures reported by Volkov (1995) (Figure 1c). The left arm of the
Biscay-Santa Cruz structure (Figure 5b) partly agrees with the left arm of
one of the helices detected by O’Driscoll (1980) (Figure 1b). A comparison of inclination angles of theoretical traces of torsional deformation
(Section 1, Figure 1a), and that of the double helices revealed (Table 1)
shows that the Caucasus-Clipperton and Biscay-Santa Cruz structures can
be assigned to traces of shear fractures, while the Dakar and Palawan
structures can be assigned to traces of cleavage cracks. The mean deviation
of inclination angles of the structures from the theoretical values is 2.8°.
Of the five double helical structures detected, four have inclination angles
fitting theoretical values. This suggests that one may consider topographically expressed helical structures as fracture traces of global torsion. There
are several deviations from the theory, such as: (a) arms of each double helix meet off the equator; and (b) there is the Marcus double helix with ‘abnormal’ inclination. The discrepancies might be in part attributed to the
deviation of the Earth’s shape from a sphere, as assumed in the model of
Rance (1968).
The polar stereographic map of the Northern hemisphere presents the
Caucasus-Clipperton structure (Figure 5a) as a nearly ideal plane two-arm
Archimedean spiral (Fikhtengolts 1966, p. 520). Away from the pole, it is
approximated by the equation:

r

aT

(2)

where r is a radius, ș is an angle, and a is a constant; a = 1.01. The left arm
of this structure is explicitly described as a spherical Archimedean spiral
(Klíma et al. 1981):
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V

R\ 0 O 2S

(3)

where ı is a length of a meridian arc between the pole and a point on the
spiral (ȥ, Ȝ), R is a radius of the sphere, ȥ0 is a value by which ȥ changes
if Ȝ changes by 2ʌ, \ 0.5S  M , ĳ is the latitude, and Ȝ is the longitude;
ȥ0 = 79.55°. Volkov (2006, personal communication) supposed that all
lineaments delineated by him (Figure 1c) are spherical Archimedean spirals. This issue needs further investigation.

Figure 5. Double helical structures for the entire Earth and the Northern and
Southern hemispheres. (a) Caucasus-Clipperton. (b) Biscay-Santa Cruz. (c) Marcus. (d) Dakar (D) and Palawan (P).

Literature provides evidence for shears and increased fracturing along
double helices. In particular, the left arm of the Caucasus-Clipperton structure (Figure 5a) within Europe was associated with a strike-slip fault system (Moody 1966). Within the Pacific Ocean basin, the left arm of the
Biscay-Santa Cruz structure (Figure 5b) was also interpreted as a system of
strike-slip faults (Moody 1966). This helix is coaxial with a zone of planetary
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fracturing within Eurasia (Miroshnichenko et al. 1984). Along this zone,
there is a belt of intensive rock fracturing 3,000 km wide, including rightlateral strike-slip faults along the northern border of the belt (Poletaev
1986). Relatively small strike-slip faults southward of Madagascar and
northward of New Guinea (Moody 1966) seem to be parts of the right arm
of the Marcus structure (Figure 5c). Fragments of the right arm of the Dakar structure (Figure 5d) were associated with shear systems (Vening
Meinesz 1947), strike-slip faults (Moody 1966), and fracture zones
(Miroshnichenko et al. 1984). The left arm of the Dakar double helix is
coaxial with a zone of planetary fracturing (Miroshnichenko et al. 1984).
Between Indonesia and the Philippines, a fragment of the right arm of the
Palawan double helix (Figure 5d) was interpreted as a system of strike-slip
faults (Chebanenko 1963, Moody 1966). In Australia, the left arm of the
Palawan structure and the right arm of the Biscay-Santa Cruz structure
were also associated with strike-slip faults (Chebanenko 1963).
Intensive crystallo- and metallogeny are observed along both arms of
the Caucasus-Clipperton helix (Figure 5a). Evseev (1989) reported finds of
large crystals of viterite and strontianite along a line coaxial with the left
arm of the structure in Europe, from Scotland to the Caspian Sea. Along
the right arm of the structure in Siberia, between 70°E and 170°W, there
were numerous finds of unique large crystals including amethyst, aquamarine, axinite, azurite, beryl, calomel, calcite, charoite, diopside, fluorite,
garnet, hematite, magnetite, pegmatite, smoky and green quartz, spinel,
spherulite, topaz, tourmaline, etc. (Evseev 1993). Large iron and gold ore
deposits of endogenic and metamorphic origin are located along both arms
of this helix in Eurasia, Central and South America (Volkov 1995). It is
common knowledge that lineaments of the regional and continental scales
may control ore deposits since an increased fracturing of the crust along
lineaments, especially at sites of their intersection, is favourable to magmatic intrusions (Favorskaya 1977, O’Driscoll 1986). This may explain the
occurrence of crystal and ore deposits along helical structures.
Global helical topographic structures are not unique to the Earth. Slyuta
et al. (1989) discovered a dense, regular network of dextral and sinistral
spiral structures on radar scenes of the Northern hemisphere of Venus
(Figure 6). These planetary structures are wound around the axis of rotation of Venus. They are topographically manifested as troughs, scarps, and
depressions. Slyuta et al. (1989) believed that strong rotational forces had
formed the network during the deceleration of Venus’s rotation. They suggested that the helical network is a relict feature, an ‘imprint’ of ancient rotational stress fields, because the current rotation velocity of Venus is quite
slow. The low intensity of erosion has allowed relict helical structures to
persist on the Venusian surface. This author supposes that double helices
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of the Earth are also relict features. Strong erosion led to their hidden
manifestation in modern topography (Figure 4).

Figure 6. Spiral structures of the
Northern hemisphere of Venus (after
Slyuta et al. 1989, Figure 2, © Plenum
Publishing Corporation, 1990; reproduced with kind permission of
Springer Science and Business Media).

Contrary to regional lineaments and some structures of the continental
scale clearly recognizable on the maps of specific catchment area (e.g.
mountain chains, mid-ocean ridges, and ocean troughs), double helical
structures are not in harmony with the plate-tectonic theory. Notice that the
existence of transcontinental and planetary lineaments was one of the main
geological and geomorphic facts contradicting the plate-tectonic ideas (Favorskaya 1977, Pavlenkova 1995, Pratt 2000, Smoot 2001). To link these
facts with possible continental drift, seafloor spreading, and subduction,
some modifications of the plate-tectonic hypothesis have been proposed.
For instance, Moody (1966) proposed that continental drift is a movement
of crustal blocks along major lineament zones with relatively stable mantle
roots. Besprozvanny et al. (1994) suggested that regularities in the global
lineament network are caused by dissipative structures of the upper core.
Once again, our results set one to think about a tectonic paradigm more
adequately depicting the actual structure and evolution of the Earth.

4 Conclusions
The application of digital terrain modelling provided support for the hypothesis for the existence of double helical structures of the Earth, which
are topographically expressed and possibly associated with the torsional
deformation of the planet. To understand fully the origin and properties of
helical structures, comprehensive studies should be conducted. A quantitative
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analysis of the global topography may be essential to give a clearer insight
into the planetary evolution.
Eighteen topographic variables were for the first time calculated and
mapped for the entire surface of the Earth, including both land and seafloor
topography. To produce readable and interpretable global maps of topographic attributes, DEM denoising was the key step in data processing. This
paper focused on lineaments, but global maps of topographic variables can
be useful to study other problems of tectonics and geophysics (ring structures, lithospheric strain, etc.). These maps can be integrated into virtual
geological and geomorphic globes (Rundquist et al. 2002, Tooth 2006).
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